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By Jane Austen

Abbeville Press Inc.,U.S., United States, 2014. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. For the first time, Jane Austen s brilliant early manuscripts are available in beautiful
facsimile editions. Forever immortalized as the author of Pride and Prejudice, Jane Austen actually
produced her first books as a teenager. Taking their names from the inscriptions on their coversÂ
Volume the First, Volume the Second, and Volume the ThirdÂ these brilliant little collections
include the stories, playlets, verses, and moral fragments she wrote likely from the ages of twelve
to eighteen. As a young author, Jane Austen delighted in language, employing it with great humor
and surprising skill. She was adept at parodying the popular stories of her day and entertained her
readers with outrageous plotlines and characters. Kathryn Sutherland places Austen s earliest
works in context and explains how she mimicked even the style and manner in which this
contemporary popular fiction was presented and arranged on the page. Volume the Second,
housed at the British Library, contains Austen s famous The History of England, illustrated with
watercolor portraits by her sister Cassandra, as well as Love and Friendship, Lesley Castle, and
several letters and fragments she calls scraps...
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A brand new eBook with a brand new standpoint. I could possibly comprehended everything out of this composed e publication. Your life span will likely
be enhance once you total reading this pdf.
-- Willa Ritchie-- Willa Ritchie

Without doubt, this is the best work by any author. I really could comprehended everything using this written e publication. Once you begin to read the
book, it is extremely difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Dr. Hiram Romaguera-- Dr. Hiram Romaguera
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